Synthetic DNA-based data storage systems (1-12) have received significant attention due to the promise of ultrahigh storage density and high stability. However, all proposed systems suffer from high cost, read-write latency and error-rates that render them impractical.
Introduction
Existing DNA-based data recording architectures store user content in synthetic DNA oligos (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) and retrieve desired information via next-generation (e.g., HiSeq and MiSeq) or nanopore sequencing technologies (6) . Although DNA sequencing can be performed routinely and at low cost, de novo synthesis of DNA strands with a predetermined content is a major bottleneck (15) ; DNA synthesis protocols add one nucleotide per cycle and are inherently slow and prohibitively expensive compared to existing optical and magnetic writing mechanisms. To address these limitations of DNA-based data storage systems and reduce their cost, we developed a new storage paradigm that represents information via in vitro topological modifications on native DNA sequences (e.g., genomic DNA or its cloned or PCR-amplified products).
In the write component of the proposed system (Figure 1, top) , binary user information is converted into a positional code that describes where native DNA sequence is to be topologically modified, i.e. nicked. A nick is a cut in the sugar-phosphate backbone between two adjacent nucleotides in double-stranded DNA, and each nick encodes either bits (if either of the two strands is allowed to be nicked or both left unchanged). As bacterial cells are easy to handle and grow, the native DNA nicking substrates of choice are the PCR products of one or multiple regions of bacterial genomic DNA, that can be easily isolated via simple and inexpensive available protocols. Native DNA is organized into orthogonal registers, with each register represented by multiple replicas of one isolated genomic region; two registers are termed orthogonal if their sequence edit distance is sufficiently large (>55%). Each register is nicked in a combinatorial fashion, determined by the information content to be stored. To enable fast and efficient data recording, a library of registers with desired nicking site patterns is created in parallel. Registers or orthogonal registers are subsequently placed into grids of microplates that enable random access to registers and spatially organize the data, similar to tracks and sectors on disks and tapes.
In the read component of the proposed system (Figure 1, bottom) , nicked DNA is processed using next-generation sequencing (MiSeq) and the positions of nicks are determined via read analysis and subsequent reference-based sequence alignment.
The register chosen for experimental verification is a DNA fragment of length 450 bps that was PCR-amplified from the genomic DNA of E. coli K12 MG1655. The register contains ten designated nicking positions. Although registers as long as 10 Kbps can be easily accommodated, they are harder to read; hence, multiple orthogonal registers are preferred to long registers. The nicking positions are determined based on four straightforward to accommodate sequence composition constraints (Supplementary Information; Section B.1) that enable precise nicking. To prevent disassociation of the two strands at room temperature, the nicking sites are placed at a conservative distance of at least 25 bps apart. The user file is parsed into 10-bit strings which are converted into nicking positions of spatially arranged registers, according to the rule that a '1' corresponds to a nick, while a '0' corresponds to the absence of a nick (the number of bits recorded is chosen based on the density of nicks and the length of the register). As an example, the string 0110000100 is converted into the positional code 238, indicating that nicking needs to be performed at the 2 nd , 3 rd and 8 th positions ( Figure   2a ). Note that recording the bit '0' does not require any reactions, as it corresponds to the "no nick" ground state. Therefore, nick-based recording effectively reduces the size of the file to be actually recorded by half. This property of native DNA storage resembles that of compact disk (CD) and other recorders.
As the writing tool, we needed to choose a nicking enzyme with optimized programmability and nicking activity. Nicking endonucleases (natural/engineered) are only able to detect specific sequences in DNA strands; they can bind certain nucleotide sequences. Also, Table S2 and Figure S3 -4.
Streptococcus pyogenes
To facilitate writing multiple user files in parallel, we designed PfAgo guides for all ten nicking positions in the chosen register and created registers bearing all 2 10 = 1024 nicking combinations (Table S3 ). Registers were placed in microplates in an order dictated by the content to be encoded. The recording protocols for orthogonal registers, nick placements on both the sense and antisense strands and combinatorial mixing via group testing are described in the Supplementary Information (Figures S8, S10 and S17).
Since the length, sequence composition and nicking sites of a register are all known beforehand, reading amounts to detecting the positions of the nicks. The nicked registers are first denatured, resulting in ssDNA fragments of variable length dictated by the nicked positions. 
Results
We report write-read results for a 272-word file of size 0.4 KB containing Lincoln's Gettysburg Address (LGA) and a JPEG image of the Lincoln Memorial of size 14 KB ( Figure   S6 ). Both files were compressed and converted into ASCII and retrieved with perfect accuracy.
Given the inherent redundancy of the sequencing process and the careful selection of the A faster, portable and more cost-effective method for reading the nicked DNA registers is via two-dimensional (2D) solid-state nanopore membranes. One approach is to use toeholds, short single-stranded regions on dsDNA created through two closely placed nicks, instead of single nicks. Experimental evidence reveals that toeholds can be accurately read using solidstate SiN x and MoS 2 nanopores, as recently reported in (14) . The cost of creating toeholds is twice as high as that of nicks, since one needs two different nicking guides. To mitigate this problem, one may attempt to detect nicks directly. To illustrate the feasibility of this approach, we performed Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations based on quantum transport calculations.
These revealed a strong inverse correlation between the ionic and electronic sheet current signals along the membrane induced by nicks in MoS 2 nanopores (Figures S12-S14 & Video S1). The simulation results reveal that solid-state nanopores may be able to detect information bearing nicks as well.
In addition to allowing for nanopore-based reading, toeholds also enable complex inmemory computations and for the first time, bitwise random access. In the former setting, toehold-mediated DNA strand displacement is a versatile tool for engineering dynamic molecular systems and performing molecular computations (17) (18) (19) . Information is processed through releasing strands in a controlled fashion, with toeholds serving as initiation sites to which these input strands bind to displace a previously bound output strand. In the latter context, a toehold may represent a binary or non-binary symbol.
Toeholds are usually generated by binding two regions of synthetic ssDNA and leaving a short fragment unbound. However, with PfAgo, one can easily create toeholds in native DNA.
To form a toehold, two nicks are generated within 14 bps. Under appropriate buffer and temperature conditions, in a single reaction the 14 nt strand between the two nicks disassociates, leaving a toehold on the double-stranded DNA ( Figure S15 ).
Fluorescence-based methods can detect the existence of a toehold (and hence enable symbol-wise random access) and estimate the concentration of registers bearing a toehold without modifying the DNA registers. We illustrate this process on a register encoding 0010000000, with a toehold of length 14 nts at the nicking position 3. As shown in Figure 3a , a fluorophore and quencher labelled reporter strand with a sequence complementary to the toehold can hybridize to the toehold segment, producing a fluorescence signal resulting from an increase of the distance between the fluorophore and the quencher. We were also able to reliably measure different ratios of native DNA fragments with and without toeholds within 20 mins ( Figure 3b ). Since the reporter has a short single stranded overhang, it can be pulled off from the register upon hybridization, making the readout process non-destructive (Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis analysis, Figure 3c ). This feature equips our proposed storage system with unique nondestructive bitwise random access, since one is able to design specific reporters to detect any desired toehold sequence which accompanies a nick. It also enables computations on data encoded in nicks, as described in two recent papers (20, 21) .
Discussion
In summary, by reprogramming PfAgo as a universal nickase and using E. coli native DNA sequences, we have implemented the first DNA-based storage system that mitigates the use of costly long synthetic DNA strands for storing user information. Our platform utilizes a parallel writing mechanism that combines an inexpensive nicking enzyme and a small number of short and inexpensive synthetic DNA guides. In addition, this approach enables enzyme driven toehold creation, allowing for bitwise random access and in memory computing via strand displacement.
Nick-based storage outperforms known synthetic DNA technologies in all relevant performance categories except for recording density; but the roughly one order of magnitude loss is insignificant for a system that already compacts petabytes in grams and overcompensated by the three to four-fold reduction of cost in our proposed system (Table 1; also, see Supplementary Information; Section B. 
Enzyme expression and purification
Enzyme expression and purification was performed as previously described (1) . More than 200 nmols of PfAgo were purified from 1 L of E. coli culture, enabling >50,000 reactions. 
PfAgo nicking experiments

Cas9 nickase experiments
The Cas9 D10A nickase was purchased from IDT (Alt-R ® S.p. Cas9 D10A Nickase); crRNAs were designed via IDT's Custom Alt-R ® CRISPR-Cas9 guide RNA design tool. Both crRNAs and tracrRNAs were purchased from IDT and hybridized based on the manufacturer's protocol.
The 10x Cas9 reaction buffer included: 200 mM HEPES, 1M NaCl, 50 mM MgCl 2 , 1mM EDTA, pH 6.5. All Cas9n nicking reactions were set-up based on the manufacturer's protocol and performed at 37 °C for 60 min.
Protocol verification via gel electrophoresis
ssDNA gel analysis was performed using a 2% agarose gel. Nicked dsDNA samples were first denatured at high temperature (99 °C) for 10 min, and immediately cooled to 4 °C. The ssDNA products were then run on a pre-made 2% agarose Ex-Gel (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
Sample preparation for MiSeq sequencing
All nicked PCR products (obtained either via PfAgo or Cas9n reactions) were purified using the 
MiSeq sequencing
The pooled libraries were loaded on a MiSeq device and sequenced for 250 cycles from each end of the library fragments with a Nano V2 500 cycles kit (Illumina). The raw fastq files were generated and demultiplexed with the bcl2fastq v2.20 Conversion Software (Illumina).
Reference alignment
Data was processed using a Nextflow-based workflow ( bwa v 0.7.10 (4) with the command "bwa mem -t 12 <REFERENCE> <R1> <R2>". Alignments were sorted and processed using samtools v1.6 (5) . Insert size statistics were collected using Picard v.2.10.1 (6) . Aligned files (BAMs) were then split based on expected fragment size using sambamba (7) with the option "sambamba view -t 4 -f bam -h -F "(template_length >= [LOWER] and template_length <= [UPPER]) or (template_length >= -[UPPER] and template_length <= -
[LOWER])", with the upper and lower bound settings in brackets originally set to allow for one additional base greater and lesser than the expected size. Read coverage files were then generated using bedtools (8) and bedGraphToBigWig (9) . Alignment and coverage information was visualized in IGV v2.3.10 (10). All the scripts used for data analysis are available from the corresponding authors upon request.
Nanopore simulations
To obtain the trajectories of the nicked molecule translocating through the nanopore, all-atom Molecular Dynamics simulations were performed using NAMD (11) . For these simulations, the DNA structure (30 nucleotides around the 5 th nicking site in the register) was obtained from the 3D-DART webserver (12) and described using the CHARMM27 force field (13) . Appropriate backbone molecules were manually removed to create the nicks in the desired locations of the strand. Note that in order to obtain a stronger nanopore current signal from the DNA backbone, the PO 3 groups located at the nicked position may be removed by treatment of the nicked dsDNA with a phosphatase enzyme such as BAP (bone alkaline phosphatase).
The DNA molecule was placed just above the nanopore of a Molybdenum disulfide (MoS 2 ) membrane to ensure a successful translocation process. The nanopore membrane and the biomolecule were then solvated in a water box with ions (K + and Cl -) placed randomly to reach a neutrally charged system of concentration 1 M. Van der Waals energies were calculated using a 12 Å cutoff. Each system was minimized for 5000 steps and further equilibrated for 2 ps in an NPT ensemble, where the system was maintained at 1 atm pressure by a Langevin Piston (14) and at constant 300 K temperature using a Langevin thermostat. After equilibration, an external electric field was applied to the system in vertical direction to drive the nicked DNA through the nanopores.
A trajectory file of molecules driven through the nanopore by the applied electric field obtained from the MD simulations was used to calculate the ionic current via Equation (1) (15),
where q i and z i denote the charge and z-coordinate of ion i, respectively; V denotes the voltage bias (1 V) and L the length of the water box along the z-direction, while N represents the number of ions and Δ t the interval between the trajectory frames: The calculated electrostatic potential is used to obtain the transverse sheet conductance in MoS 2 quantum point contact nanopore membranes. The electronic transport is formulated as a self-consistent model based on the semi-classical thermionic Poisson-Boltzmann technique using a two-valley model within the effective mass approximation. The calculated conductance at a given energy mode is described according to where ‫ܧ‬ ி denotes the quasi-Fermi level and is set depending on the carrier concentration (chosen to be 10 12 cm -2 ); in addition, n 1,2 represents the energy modes of the two conductance channels while ‫ܧ‬ ଵ , ଶ and ‫ܧ‬ ଵ , ଶ ொ stand for the energy modes at these two channels caused by the effective masses K and Q, respectively. A detailed discussion of the thermionic current model is described elsewhere (17) .
As a final remark, we observe that the simulations in Figure S12 -S14 indicating strong negative correlations of the global minimum and maximum of the sheet and ion current may be interpreted as follow: When nicked DNA translocates through the pore, the oscillations of the nicked backbone allow more ions to pass through the pore, leading to a steep increase (maximum) in the ion current. At the same time, the absence of the PO 3 group charges leads to a decrease in the sheet current to its global minimum.
